2019 spending growth forecast at +0.9%, but Inflation is predicted to average 4%. Real Volume in 2019
declines by 3%. Major growth in Highway, Public Works, Transportation, Office.

Spending up 68% from 2011 low point to mid-2019. But inflation average 4% for last 6 years. Real
volume growth since bottom is only 32%. Real Volume is still 15% below previous peak high in 2005.
Volume is not growing as fast as spending (or Revenue) would indicate.

For nonresidential work we have 70% to 80% of expected spending this year already in backlog as the
year began. For new starts within the year, approximately 20% of the spending occurs in the year
started, 50% in the next year, 25% in the third year. This means nonresidential spending growth in 2019
is still being affected by starts from 2016.

Starts is not Spending. Starts must be adjusted for share of total market, then cash flowed over time to
get spending. Need to look at a minimum of 3to 4 years of starts to predict spending in the next year.
Starts here is Dodge Data.

Notice in this plot Input indices ENR and RSMeans for 2010 to 2017 increased only from 85 to 100, 17%
growth. Final cost indices increased from 77 to 100, 30% growth. Not shown on this plot but neither
RSMeans nor ENRBCI, both input indices, showed a decline during the great recession. All other indices
showed a steep decline from 2008-2010.

Spending up 68% from 2011 low point to mid 2019. But inflation average 4% for last 6 years. Real
volume growth since bottom is only 32%. Real Volume is still 15% below previous peak high in 2005.
Volume is not growing as fast as spending (or Revenue) would indicate.

Construction added 1.6 million jobs in 6yrs 2013-2018, the fastest rate of jobs growth since 1995-2000.
29% growth in jobs but only 25% growth in real volume after inflation.

WHY do firms not see an imbalance in jobs vs volume growth? If construction volume in 2006 were
modified UP by the difference then between volume and jobs, we see that jobs growth since 2006 has
been in line with volume growth. It all occurred in 2004-2006.

Amount of “actual” data in forecast drops off dramatically between 12-24 months.

